Women don’t have to become more like men to achieve great success. Quite the opposite! Sandy gives women leaders the inspiration and tools to leverage their natural leadership strengths to rise up—she shares why flaws and failures are women’s greatest assets, explores how to be bolder and more confident, and provides practical tools to expand your influence as a woman in leadership.

**OUTCOMES**

1. Discover the biggest challenge women face in the workplace.
2. Learn the 4 skills women must master to influence change.
3. Understand why your flaws and failures are your greatest asset.
4. Explore how to develop the courage to be a powerful catalyst for change.
5. Step out on the “skinny branches” and let your ROAR be heard.

**ABOUT SANDY**

Sandy Asch is a best-selling author, speaker, entrepreneur, consultant and woman of influence award winner. Her book, ROAR, was named by INC magazine as one of the best business books written by a woman. Over the past 20 years, through keynote presentations and workshops, 40,000+ leaders in 50 countries and 6 languages have implemented Sandy’s ideas to embrace change, manage work-life balance and be more resilient—to ROAR with purpose and passion.

**CLIENTS** (Partial List)

Corning Inc.; Berkshire Hathaway; UCLA Anderson Business School; Linkage; KPMG; San Diego Zoo; HEB; NBC Universal; Southwestern Energy; Amegy Bank; LPL Financial; City of Houston; Women’s Food Service Forum; Women’s Energy Network.

**WATCH SANDY IN ACTION**

Watch how Sandy gets audiences ROARING with purpose & passion, and read what participants are saying about her inspiring keynotes.

**CLICK HERE TO HEAR THE ROAR**